Cold War executions hold new ramifications

By MATT GAREAU

The trial and execution of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg over forty years ago for their alleged involvement in a conspiracy to provide the Soviet Union with atomic secrets has serious implications on American society today, according to Robert Meeropol. Meeropol, who is the son of Ethel Rosenberg, offered his views on the problems with the case and their present-day ramifications yesterday in a lecture held at Notre Dame in the Law School Courthouse. The lecture, entitled "Crime of the Century: The Rosenberg Trial," offered his views on the Rosenberg's conviction and how things run around campus.

In the era of McCarthyism and the communist scare, the Rosenbergs were implicated in order to provide the Soviet Union with atomic secrets. The trial proceedings were found guilty and executed because they were accused of cooperating with top secret agencies in the government, according to Meeropol.

Meeropol claimed the case is important because it defines the Cold War era in America. "It was important not only about how the United States related with the Soviet Union. It also dealt with how Americans dealt with other Americans," said Meeropol.

The trial occurred during the Cold War era with the development of atomic weapons by the Soviet Union. The Rosenbergs were found guilty and executed because they were accused of cooperating with top secret agencies in the government, according to Meeropol.
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The Ballet Folklorico de Chile (BAFOCHI) music and dance troupe will perform tonight at 8 p.m. at Stepian Center. Tickets cost $2 and can be purchased at the LaFortune Information Desk.

Chilean ballet at Stepian tonight

By MATTHEW LOUGHRAN

Latin American culture comes to Notre Dame tonight at 8 p.m. when the Ballet Folklorico de Chile (BAFOCHI) performs at Stepian Center. BAFOCHI is an independent artistic company made up of 28 artists that represent the culture of Chile, through dance and music, in concerts throughout the world.

The performance features dances and music from all over Chile and ends with a presentation of popular and folk dances of Latin America. The group's current North American Tour includes stops in Loyola University of Chicago, Notre Dame, LosAlde University in Philadelphia, Puerto Rico, Canada, and Mexico.

The tour has been sponsored by the Maryknoll Mission Association, a Catholic mission of 1,700 religious and laypeople all over the world. "We feel that maintaining culture through dance and music is, in our capacity as Catholic missionaries, very important," said Sam Stanton, a member of Maryknoll from Tarrytown, New York.

The group was brought to campus by the efforts of the Center for Social Concerns and will be performing with special guest Sabor Latino. Tickets cost $2, and can be purchased at the LaFortune Information Desk.

Francis examines black colleges’ current roles

By DEREK BETCHER

Originally spurred one-hundred years ago by the landmark Plessy v. Ferguson court decision, historically black colleges will continue to play an integral role in educating African-American students, according to Norman C. Francis.

Francis, the President of Xavier University of Louisiana, addressed the past development and future roles of historically black colleges in a lecture yesterday at the Center for Social Concerns.

"This country was founded on a chance to dig a little deeper by making a difference through making decisions," said Conn. "I have always been curious about Student Government because I always hear of things going on and I wonder where these things started from, or what happened. I would really like to get a closer look at how things run around campus," said Larry.
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Leonard Pieroni

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

> CEO since 1990 of The Parsons Corporation, Pasadena Calif., an engineering and technology services firm.

> Recipient of the 1993 University of Notre Dame College of Engineering Honor Award, recognizing graduates who have distinguished themselves in technology or business.

> Master's of Science, Chemical Engineering, Northwestern University, 1961.

> Bachelor's of Science, Chemical Engineering, University of Notre Dame, 1960.
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Ata le of two dreams

Growing up it was easy to see that I hated Notre Dame football. Just as I hate Boston College football today. Don't get me wrong, my family always gave their best support of the Notre Dame. It ranked second only to heaven itself. Yet, when it came to bat baseball, we were Marquette Blue and Gold through and through. My family has been bat baseball tickets since before the glory years of Al McGuire and his 1977 National Championship team, and every year we would pack into the Mecca Arena to watch the Warriors (Golden Eagles) battle the Irish.

Every year the result was the same. Whether from the clutch three point shooting of Joe Frederick or the inside game of LaPhonsoemand before the glory years of Al McGuire and his 1977 National Championship team, and every year we would pack into the Mecca Arena to watch the Warriors (Golden Eagles) battle the Irish.

Since 1994 Marquette and Notre Dame have gone in opposite directions. Marquette has been ranked within the top 25 the past three seasons while we have made it into a post season tournament the past four years. The only place you'll see the Irish ranked this season is in the RPI poll at number 150 behind Saint Mary's (I'm hoping isn’t the Belles), Towson State and Oral Roberts.

Why the opposite directions? There seems to be more than one answers.

The first is coaching, but that's a column for another day. So that brings us to the second, recruiting success.

Marquette has never housed in one of the top classes in the nation. Notre Dame has had its successful in its recruiting ventures since LaPhonso Ellis signed on the dotted line in 1998. Until last year those have been unable to sign more than one of these top 50 classes a year. This year's freshman class is the only class under coach John MacLeod in which all of its recruiting were considered within the top 150 players in the country.
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Panel probes educational diversity

By MAUREEN HURLEY

Addressing cultural diversity in the classroom is key in edu-
cation, according to a panel discussing "Growing up Ameri-
can" at Saint Mary's last night.

Every education major at Saint Mary’s and Notre Dame is required to take the course "Teaching in a Multicultural Society," which focuses on di-
versity in the classroom. Issues of race, gender, ethnicity, class and religion are among the many topics addressed.

Three panelists, representing a range of ethnic backgrounds, addressed these future teach-
ers, calling for a greater sense of multicultural education and awareness in the classroom.

"The great thing about America is that all of us have made a contribution to make this country what it is," said Warran Outlaw, the director of the Educational Talent Search at Notre Dame.

Outlaw stressed the impor-
tance of multicultural education and awareness in the classroom.

"After coming from the ghetto,
if someone told me I’d be working for Notre Dame, and responsible for the higher edu-
cation of over 800 students per year, I probably would have told them they were lying," Outlaw said.

"When I was in high school, a guidance counselor told me that I wasn’t college material. For some children, that could have been a detriment, but be-
cause my parents nurtured me, it made me sensitive of discouraging me," he con-

The winner of the Week is
Stacey McNulty Farley

COLD SORES?

Apply LYCAIL OINTMENT when
you feel that first stinge, and
the cold sore may not break out
at all. Or if it has, LYCAIL OINT-
MENT may help get rid of it in a
day or two.

COME & RALLY ND/SMC AS
New York record scouts listen to

"My first experience of anti-
"racism was when I was seven years old, when my family was blacklisted from a neighbor-
hood pool," Wongarigan said. "As a seven-year-old, that was very difficult for me to un-
derstand.

Growing up as an American Jew, I don’t feel I have been persecuted to the extreme that I have been forbidden to excel or attain my goals," Outlaw said.

"I truly believe that all chil-
dren are color blind," said Jesse Hieb, a doctor in Granger.

"I truly believe that all children are color blind," said Jesse Hieb, a doctor in Granger.

"Learning about my own cul-
ture made me strong," Outlaw.

"We have a lot of experience
and that actions perpetuate
hate and division.

"If we lived in an ideal world,
"Learning about my own cul-
ture made me strong," Outlaw.

"We have a lot of experience
discrimination."

"Learning about my own cul-
ture made me strong," Outlaw.

"We have a lot of experience
and that actions perpetuate
hate and division."
Cold War continued from page 1

Based on oral testimony of other people who faced the same penalty," he stated. Real evidence, including sketches that were said to be given to the Soviets detailing bomb plans, were later found flawed. Meeropol believes that the sketches were examined in 1965 by atomic scientists and deemed worthless in constructing a bomb. Also, the sketches used in the trial were not even the purported original drawings. Another conspirator and co-plans the filmmaker by his jail cell the day of his testimony. These facts lead Meeropol to believe his parents and friends were murdered by going to death because they would not succumb to the power of the government. He believes the conviction served as an excuse to build up a large military infrastructure to ward off the communist threat. "Powerful forces still don't want us to put the Cold War behind us," he said. Meeropol favors cutting the budgets of the FBI, CIA, and other such agencies in order to keep them from eating up all the funds to support theilly that harm America today, he said. "Let's stop their power and stop their funding. Let's work to abolish the death penalty to keep something like this from ever happening again." Meeropol discussed problems with the evidence of the prosecution that should have set his parents free. "They were not charged with espionage, they were not charged with treason, they were not arrested by spies," he added. Developed and tested were stolen by spies was triggered by news that the Soviets had developed and tested atomic weapons, said Meeropol. Associated Press ran off Tuesday to former Wisconsin Sen. Joseph McCarthy period because of the McCarthy period as a time when people were afraid of three things - the Soviet Union, communism, and atomic weapons," said Meeropol. He believes the assumption that America's nuclear secrets were stolen by spies was triggered by news that the Soviets had developed and tested atomic weapons in 1949. As 1950 rolled around, "the pressure on the FBI to catch the people who gave away these secrets mounted," he said.
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ROT C continued from page 1

Pieron continued from page 1

that I've taught during my time at Notre Dame, Leonard Pieroni was a son of the late Monte Pieroni. He was extremely well-liked by his classmates and free up funds" to solve the problems in order to keep something from happening again," he said. Meeropol believes that the government relied mostly on oral evidence, the Rosenbergs. Since the case was run off Tuesday to former Wisconsin Sen. Joseph McCarthy period because of the McCarthy period as a time when people were afraid of three things - the Soviet Union, communism, and atomic weapons," said Meeropol. Associated Press ran off Tuesday to former Wisconsin Sen. Joseph McCarthy period because of the McCarthy period as a time when people were afraid of three things - the Soviet Union, communism, and atomic weapons," said Meeropol. He believes the assumption that America's nuclear secrets were stolen by spies was triggered by news that the Soviets had developed and tested atomic weapons in 1949. As 1950 rolled around, "the pressure on the FBI to catch the people who gave away these secrets mounted," he said.
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Laughlin loses runoff in Texas

By MICHAEL HOLMES
Associated Press

AUSTIN, Texas - Rep. Greg Laughlin, one of the first Democratic congressmen to switch parties after the 1994 GOP landslide, lost a GOP runoff Tuesday to former Libertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul. The four-term incumbent became the first congressman this year to go down to defeat. The three previous House members forced into runoffs this decade also have lost. Laughlin, 50 percent of precincts reporting, Paul had 8,499 votes, or 49 percent. In a Senate runoff, Rep. John Bailey, a son Len, and a daughter Vicki.
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University promotes two in development division

Webb, Farrell to lead growth

at home, in L.A.

Kathleen Webb and Sean Farrell have been promoted to new positions in the Department of Development at the University of Notre Dame, according to Daniel Reagan, director of development.

Webb is a 1991 Notre Dame graduate who began working in the University's development office as a student assistant.

She was appointed assistant director of the Annual Fund in 1992 and oversees all aspects of the University's phone center and its direct mail and alumni gift programs.

Farrell has been promoted from assistant director to director of the University's Los Angeles regional development office.

He succeeds David Morrissey, who recently was appointed to the newly created position of director of international and public policy advancement at Notre Dame.

A 1977 graduate of the University, Farrell worked as an IBM representative at the University of Michigan, where he has been involved in fundraising.

Webb, Farrell to lead growth at home, in L.A.

N.Y. papers shine in Pulitzers

Winners of the 1996 Pulitzer Prizes

By RICK HAMPSON

NEW YORK

The News & Observer of Raleigh, N.C., won the 1996 Pulitzer Prize for public service journalism Tuesday for stories on the environmental and health risks of waste disposal in hog farming.

The New York Times won three Pulitzers and Newsday won two.

The Associated Press won for spot news photography for pictures taken by a freelancer of an infant being cradled by a firefighter after the Oklahoma City bombing.

The prize for spot news reporting went to Robert D. Madden of The New York Times for writing and reporting on a variety of stories on deadline.

The staff of The Orange County (Calif.) Register won for investigative reporting for stories that uncovered fraud in a fertility clinic.

The national reporting prize went to Ails M. Freedman of The Wall Street Journal for her coverage of the tobacco industry, including a report that showed how ammonia additives heightened nicotine potency.

David Rohde of The Christian Science Monitor won the international reporting award for his reports on the massacre of Bosnian Muslims in Srebrenica.

In a statement released by the Monitor, Rohde, who was in Bosnia when the awards were announced, said he was "happy to get the truth out about the Srebrenica massacre." Clayton Jones, the Monitor's international news editor, said: "We hope this prize reinforces concerns about this massacre but also shows just what a good reporter can do to bring light on what unfortunately is a tragic moment in history."

The feature writing prize went to Rick Bragg of The New York Times for his stories about contemporary America, and E.R. Shipp of the New York Daily News won the commentary award for her columns on race, welfare and other social issues.

The criticism prize was awarded to Robert Campbell of The Boston Globe for his writing on architecture, and the editorial writing prize went to Robert B. Semple Jr. of The New York Times.

The News & Observer, Raleigh, N.C.

The Wall Street Journal

The Orange County Register

The New York Times

The Boston Globe

The New York Daily News

The Boston Globe

The New York Times

The Boston Globe

The Boston Globe

SABOR LATINO

Twelve-free!

Chilean Folklore Ballet

A benefit performance for

MARYKNOLL MISSION ASSOCIATION

OF THE FAITHFUL

In Collaboration with the Center for Social Concerns and Co-sponsors:

Alamos Assn. • Kellogg and Kerr Institute • Campus Ministry • Friedman Yr. • PS 4 Dept. of History, Romance Languages • Anthropology • SMC Student Government & Multicultural Affairs • & others

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10

7:30PM • STEPHEN CENTER • U OF ND

TICKETS - Available at LaFortune Student Center or at the Door

$5.00 Adults, $2.00 Students • CHILDREN UNDER TWELVE FREE!

For more information call 631-7949

*Special Appearance by SABOR LATINO*
Celebrate a friend's birthday with a special Observer ad.

Rick—Keep on rolling!
Happy 21st Birthday,
Love ya.
Mom, Dad, & Sarah

We Want You...
To Teach Aerobics!
Instructing fitness classes for RecSports will allow you to: earn $$$; attend specialized workshops; gain valuable leadership skills & stay in shape!

If you are interested in joining the Challenge U Fitness team, you need to:
1. Pick up an Aerobic Instructor Application from the RecSports office. Return the completed form on Friday, April 12.
2. Attend an Aerobic Workshop on Friday, April 12, 5:30–7:30, Gym 4, Joyce Center. You will learn a routine which you will perform at instructor auditions, Tuesday, April 23.
3. Set up an interview with Jennie Phillips, Fitness Coordinator.

The Observer • NEWS

Audiotape of California beatings fuels debate

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES
A California Highway Patrol officer at scene of a beating of two illegal immigrants told a fellow officer that deputies were "whacking on those guys," according to an audiotape of the confrontation.

The tape also makes clear that the deputies, who repeated shouted "Get down!" didn't use Spanish until after striking the immigrants repeatedly.

Their first order in Spanish, "Manos aqui!" or "Hands here!" came when they were putting handcuffs on the two immigrants, who don't speak English.

A videotape, shot by helicopter news cameras on April 1 and released the same day, shows Riverside County deputies Kurt Franklin and Tracy Watson using batons to strike a Mexican man and woman at the end of an 80-mile chase in a pickup truck crammed with illegal immigrants.

CHP Officer Marco DeGennaro had turned on a audio tape recorder when he joined the chase. Its existence was unknown to investigators until the weekend.

On it, he described the beating to a CHP sergeant moments after he witnessed it from a few feet away.

"Those SOs (sheriff's officers) were whacking on those guys," said DeGennaro, who had apprehended one of the people fleeing from the pickup. "All I did was grab mine and throw him on the ground."

The sergeant asks: "Were there cameras?"

DeGennaro: "There were cameras, sarce. Nothing happened on the CHP side. Yeah, all the cameras are up there."

JUNIOR RETREAT 1996

Saturday, April 20 4:00 p.m. through Sunday, April 21 6:00 p.m.

ALL JUNIORS WELCOME!

Applications available at the Library Campus Ministry Office. Return them to the Library Campus Ministry Office by Friday, April 19, at 4:00pm.

Cost: $15 Place: Parish Center

Participants meet at the Badin Hall Chapel at 4:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 20.

Sponsored by Campus Ministry

Questions? Call Fr. Bob Doud, C.S.C. (1-7800 or 1-5056)
GM, Ford top Fortune 500

Associated Press

NEW YORK

Many job seekers and economists believe there’s more work to be found at small companies rather than huge corporations. The 1995 Fortune 500 rankings suggest they’re right.

For the first time in six years, the annual listing of the nation’s biggest publicly-held firms shows collective earnings and profits growth decreased as a result of economic conditions. But overall, the most profitable companies have improved their position on the Fortune 500.


Attention All Notre Dame Undergraduates!

Future Notre Dame Students want to meet you!

The Admissions Office has recently mailed decision letters to high school seniors. We expect many, many (at least 400 so) of these admitted students will want to visit campus and learn about the Notre Dame Experience first-hand -- from current Notre Dame students. WE NEED YOUR HELP!

We are asking each on-campus student help us by volunteering to host a student overnight for one or more of the following dates:

Wednesday, April 10
Thursday, April 11
Friday, April 12
Saturday, April 13
Sunday, April 14
Monday, April 15
Tuesday, April 16
Wednesday, April 17
Thursday, April 18

We ask that you complete this form today and drop it by the Admissions Office (113 Main Building). If you prefer, you can sign your name at 1-7505 and let her know which dates you would be willing to host. She will also take any questions you have about the program. (You can, if you like, drop this form in campus mail, but please do it now because time is running short.) A final option is to reply by e-mail to the following address:

Jennifer.M.Schlueter.1@nd.edu

The students in our next Freshman class are calling today to visit very shortly. Any assistance you can give them will be greatly appreciated. On behalf of next year's freshmen, we thank you for your generosity.

The Admissions Office

113 Main Building

611-7505


No. 1 General Motors also was No. 1 in profits last year. But the size ranking in the Fortune 500 club doesn't necessarily translate into bigger profits.

Winners

Company, earnings in Fortune, 1995 earnings

General Motors (1) $6.88 billion

General Electric (7) $6.57 billion

Exxon (2) $6.57 billion

Philip Morris (10) $5.45 billion

International Business Machines (6) $4.65 billion

Ford Motor (2) $4.15 billion

Kroger (7) $2.87 billion

Merck (55) $3.33 billion

Dundell (75) $3.59 billion

Losers

Company, earnings in Fortune, 1995 earnings

Kmart (16) -$571 million

ITT-Corning (99) -$1.28 billion

SBC Communications (93) -$930 million

Morgan Stanley (101) -$931 million

Kmart (16) -$716 million

Morgan Stanley (101) -$930 million

Source: Fortune magazine

Clinton signs line-item veto to 'eliminate waste'

By RON FOURNIER

WASHINGTON

Handing the presidency un­
precedented spending power, President Clinton today signed the line-item veto bill and said it would help slash "special-in­
terest boondoggles, tax loopholes and pure pork.

Four pens used to sign the historic legislation were dis­
patched to former Presidents Reagan, Ford, Carter and Bush — all of whom sought the au­

tority to cut specific items from spending bills.

"I thank them and our coun­
ty thanks them," Clinton said in an Oval Office ceremony. "Their successors will be able to use this power that they long sought to eliminate waste from the federal budget."

The new law, which fulfills a GOP "Contract With America" promise, allows the president to carve out provisions from spending bills — even while signing the legislation.

Until now, Congress had jeal­
ously guarded its power over Federal purse strings, turning back more than 200 attempts since the days of Ulysses S. Grant to give the president a line-item veto.

It does away with a require­
ment, in place since the na­tion's founding, that a presi­
dent must approve or reject legislation in its entirety.

Opponents characterized it as a dangerous codling to the ex­
ecutive branch of Congress' power to spend tax money, and argued that it would take a constitutional amendment to transfer such authority from one branch to another.

A federal employees union immediately filed a lawsuit challenging the law as unconstitutional.

The new law bars a "constitutional allocation of authority to the president," said Robert M. Tobias, president of the Na­
tional Treasury Employees Union.

"We're very much afraid of a hostile president who might veto a federal employee pay in­
crease," he said.

"It isn't a question of efficien­
ty or effectiveness, the ques­
tion is does it violate the Constitution."

Seated at his desk, the presi­
dent said: "For years, presi­
dents of both parties have poun­
ded this very desk in frustra­
tion at having to sign neces­
sary legislation that contains signi­
ficant special-interest boondoggles, tax loopholes and pure pork.

"The line-item veto will give us a chance to change that," he said.

In 1985, Reagan pleaded for a line-item veto, promising: "Then I'll make the cuts, I'll take the responsibility — and the heat... and I'll enjoy it.

Despite questions about con­
stitutionality, Congress decided the president needed a new tool to combat the federal deficit.

Future presidents will be able to strike out individual items from spending bills, including appropriations, narrowly tar­
teged tax breaks covering 100 or fewer people and new or ex­
panded entitlements, such as Medicare or veterans' benefi­
Unabomber linked to victims

By RICHARD COLE
Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO

Investigators who had long theorized that the Unabomber chose his targets from books, the media or radical environmental publications have discovered a direct link between suspect Theodore Kaczynski at least four of the victims.

Four of the targets had frequented universes where Kaczynski studied or worked, or had connections to in those areas. Federal law enforcement sources said Tuesday.

And at least two books had written references to people who may also have crossed his path.

"I think the possibility of that is very high — that there was much more of a personal connection with these people that we previously had believed," said an investigator who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Four victims in the 16 attacks taught at, attended or frequently visited schools where Kaczynski was enrolled or worked.

Pat Fisher, professor of computer science at Vanderbilt University, was the target of a 1982 mall bomb. Fisher said he attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology when Kaczynski was at Harvard University — both in Cambridge, Mass. — in the early 1960s, and was a class at Harvard. Fisher could "have been in the same class," Fisher said."I think he knew I was there," Fisher said.

The connection continued. Kaczynski went to graduate school in math at the University of Michigan, and Fisher frequently visited there because his father worked in the same department.

James McConnell, injured in a 1985 Unabomber attack, was a psychology professor at the University of Michigan when Kaczynski attended that school in the mid-1960s.

Kaczynski attended that school in the early 1960s and took classes at Harvard University, was the target of a 1982 mall bomb. Fisher said he attended the Massachusetts Institute of Technology when Kaczynski was at Harvard University — both in Cambridge, Mass. — in the early 1960s, and was a class at Harvard. Fisher could "have been in the same class," Fisher said."I think he knew I was there," Fisher said.

The connection continued. Kaczynski went to graduate school in math at the University of Michigan, and Fisher frequently visited there because his father worked in the same department.

James McConnell, injured in a 1985 Unabomber attack, was a psychology professor at the University of Michigan when Kaczynski attended that school in the mid-1960s.

The Unabomber's first fatal victim was Hugh Scrutton, a Sacramento computer store owner.

Scrutton took math classes at the University of California at Berkeley during the summer of 1967, the year Kaczynski began teaching in that department, although he didn't teach Scrutton's course.

Percy Wood, the airline executive targeted by a 1980 mall bomb, lived in the Oakland-Piedmont area where Kaczynski taught in neighboring Berkeley. More significantly, Wood served on the San Francisco Bay Area Air Pollution Control District's advisory council from 1967 to 1969, the years Kaczynski taught at Berkeley.

Wood told The Oakland Tribune that he didn't remember Kaczynski or any major environmental controversies that might have attracted the Unabomber's attention.

There were intriguing references to two other people Kaczynski knew in two other bombings.

Mourners remember Brown

By LAURA MYERS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

Hundreds of umbrellas, shad­
ing a rainbow of umbrellas and
tap-dancing in the downpour, stoodfor hours in a cold driving rain on Tuesday to bid good-bye to Commer­
cer Ron Brown.

"He always told me, 'Keep hope alive,' but another bright hope alive," said an investigator who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Brown was to lie in repose for 24 hours in the ornate lobby of the Commerce Department, his body in a mahogany coffin on top of a black-velvet-draped catafalque built in 1865 to bear the body of President Lincoln. The funer­

al bier has been used for other American presidents, including John F. Kennedy, Dwight Eisenhower and Lyndon Johnson, and Supreme Court justices and military leaders.

A full-funeral service is scheduled for Wednesday for Brown at Arlington National Cemetery after President Clin­
ton delivers a eulogy at the Na­
tional Cathedral. Brown, 54, died with 32 other Americans in a plane crash in Croatia while on a trade mission to the former Yu­
goslavia.

The Commerce Department, a where employees are being of­
fered counseling, was to be closed nationwide on Wednesday in a day of mourning.

In a brief late-morning cere­
mony Tuesday, Brown's body arrived at the Commerce De­
partment as his family and Vice President Al Gore looked on, b ouldering hand in hand holding back tears. Brown's widow, Alma, held tightly to her adult children, Michael and Tracey.

A Navy band played "Nearer My God to Thee" as eight honor guard pallbearers, their young serious faces streaked with tears, carried the flag-draped casket across a red carpet into the building.

No words were spoken before or after the military honors, the eerie silence broken only by the rat-a-tat of raindrops on um­

brellas as mourners lined the closed streets.

OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

An application for an outing should be turned in to 315 LaFortune no later than April 19. Interviews begin April 24.

The Observer

Attention All News Writers:
If you are interested in writing for The Observer News Department, please attend the inaugural Writers' Workshop on Wednesday, April 10, at 7:30 PM at The Observer, 3rd floor LaFortune. This meeting is mandatory if you want to write during the rest of the semester.

Questions?
Call Brad at 1-5323

Rostenkowski pleads guilty to mail fraud

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press

WASHINGTON

Dan Rostenkowski, the once­
powerful House committee chairman, pleaded guilty Tues­
day to two mail fraud charges in a deal that will bring him a 17-month prison term.

The graft, former head of the Ways and Means Committee entered his plea before U.S. District Judge Norma Holloway Johnson.

In return, prosecutors will recommend that the 68-year­
old Chicago Democrat serve 17 months in prison and pay a $100,000 fine.

Rostenkowski, who ran his tax-writing committee with an iron hand and was the quintes­
sential congressional deal­
maker, vowed two years ago to "fight these false charges" and prevail.

"I will walk away from mud that has been splattered upon my reputation," Rostenkowski said Tuesday as he was arraigned on the charges.

He was charged in May 1994 with converting $636,600 in federal funds — and $56,267 in campaign funds — to his per­
sonal use.

Nearly two years ago, Ros­

tenkowski rejected a possible deal that would have included a guilty plea to one false state­
ment count, a six-month prison term and restitution of $38,000 to the government.

The rejection led to a falling out between Rostenkowski and the prominent Washington att­
torney then representing him, Robert Bennett.

Rostenkowski, who lost his bid for a 19th term to Republi­
cans political novice Michael Flanagan, originally was charged with 17 criminal counts.

He was accused of mail fraud, conspiring to receive personal cash from the House Post Office, using official funds to pay employees who performed mainly personal work for him, using official funds to obtain armchairs, crystal, china and other items from a House supply store for personal use; and obstructing justice.

Officer of Student Activities

is accepting applications for positions as office assistants. Applicants will be responsible for running errands, serving as a receptionist, typing and filing, and various other office duties as assigned. Must be familiar with WP 6.0.

Applications should be turned in to 315 LaFortune no later than April 19. Interviews begin April 24.
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News Department

Please attend the inaugural Writers' Workshop on Wednesday, April 10, at 7:30 PM at The Observer, 3rd floor LaFortune. This meeting is mandatory if you want to write during the rest of the semester.

Happy 21st Birthday Beth!

We Love You!

Mom, Dad, Megan and Kate

10:00-11:00 ADDRESSING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Montgomery Theater

WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER - SEX OFFENSE SERVICES

CAMPUS ALLIANCE for RAPE ELIMINATION

11:00-12:00 ADDRESSING COMMUNITY VIOLENCE

Montgomery Theater

SOUTH BEND HERITAGE FOUNDATION - DISMA HOUSE

WORLD PEACE ACTION - KIDS in DANGEROUS SITUATIONS

NEIGHBORHOOD MEDIATION PROJECT

12:15-1:15 VIOLENCE IN DATING RELATIONSHIPS

LaFortune Ballroom - Brown Bag Lunch

DR. MICKEY FRANCO

1:30-4:00 CONFLICT RESOLUTION WORKSHOP

RESOLVING INTERPERSONAL DIFFERENCES

LaFortune Ballroom

PROF. GARY ZIMMERMAN - Manchester College

1:30-4:00 MOVIE & DISCUSSION

Montgomery Theater
Not a solution

In its recommendations to Patricia O’Hara last month, the Ad Hoc Committee on Gay and Lesbian Students called for a University group on gay and lesbian students to be constituted. The recommendation stipulated that the group would have an advisor appointed by the Vice President for Student Affairs — although input from the group would be solicited — and the group should exist in “special relationship to the office of Student Affairs.”

O’Hara’s response to the committee’s report was what she felt was adequate both for gay and lesbian students and a university community that is committed to Gospel values and to the teachings of the Catholic Church. GLNDSMC was once again denied recognition as a group from the start of the ad hoc committee’s investigation, and a new University group was proposed.

But what did her resolutions really solve?

O’Hara’s stipulations severely handicap the new University group, to the point even of the most basic functions of a collection of students are denied. The University group, to be known as “Notre Dame Gays and Lesbians,” will be unable to set up its own meetings, nor will it have any formal control over those meetings through elected officials or student leaders. Moreover, the group will not have the opportunity to host speakers, a key resource that would have allowed group members to educate the campus or even themselves on issues relating to gays and lesbians.

The advisor or advisors to the group are to be recommended to O’Hara by gay and lesbian students themselves, and these advisors will be responsible for organizing all meetings.

These provisions are the essence of O’Hara’s response to the committee’s report. In her response, O’Hara wrote, “The advisor must be someone with whom Student Affairs can work.” Translation: the advisor must be someone with whom Student Affairs can work. As impotent liaisons between the group and Student Affairs, these advisors also have to be approved by O’Hara. In her O’Hara’s stipulations severely handicap the new University group.

Against Racism, the Supreme Court held that there was a First Amendment right to listen to loud rock music. Now, it did allow for “reasonable” noise restrictions, even if such restrictions are directed particularly at LOUD music—and upheld a regulation whereby performers at a city park amphitheater were to use the city’s sound technician and amplification equipment. I don’t think that seizure of a vehicle can, under any sense of the word, be deemed a “reasonable” noise restriction. I don’t see how this law was passed in the first place, and I certainly don’t envision it being around very long.

As if this weren’t enough, last week they painted over the beautiful painting of Dennis Rodman on the Bigby & Knuthers building, which graces the Kennedy inbound and made my ride to work more enjoyable. A city can regulate billboards for purposes of traffic safety—which was the main concern here—but isn’t supposed to distinguish among types of non-commercial billboards, pursuant to the Supreme Court’s decision in Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego. Thus the ordinance in Metromedia was struck down as unconstitutional, because it discriminates against non-commercial billboards generally and further discriminated among different types of such signs. The removal of the Dennis billboard, likewise, demonstrated such a distinction, especially on the latter grounds (you’ll see that Michael Jordan and Raye Sandberg are still there.)

Now, the city didn’t force the removal of the sign; the Bigby & Knuthers management team went ahead and did it. But whether they did it of their free will is another story. The city was complaining extensively about the few, minor traffic accidents at the billboard’s site and about the billboard itself. The site is about 10 minutes (which any rational person could tell you would disappear as the sign lost its newness.) Most of the commuters didn’t seem to mind the billboard. They benefited from its support through phone calls (I personally sent a letter). The management of Bigby & Knuthers adores Dennis and loved the painting. I can reach but one conclusion: B & K whitewashed the artistic masterpiece due to pressure from art-hating city officials, who are probably also extremely jealous of Dennis. My ride to work is still not boring, though. Now it’s muddening. No matter what goes in Dennis’ place, all I’ll be able to think about is what a shame the whole thing was—and how unnecessary, too. And I’ll feel angry.

Kirsten Dunne
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What do you like on your bagel?

"What isn't good on a bagel?"

Erin Luedeking
Junior, Holy Cross

"Bread and garlic."

Sarah Karr
Freshman, Cavanaugh

"I like peanut butter and honey."

Dan Santone
Freshman, Zahm

"A wheat bagel, toasted, green peppers and egg-plant for that vegetarian kick."

Ashley Clark
Sophomore, Holy Cross

"Cream cheese and strawberry jelly in North Dining Hall."

Matt Meichtry
Sophomore, Zahm
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The death of the "Dead"

By J.R. YANCZAK
Accent Copy Editor

...August 9, 1995, the music died. A whole lifestyle came to an end. One of the most talented guitarists who ever lived succumbed to the weight of the forty-three years of abuse. In short, the Dead died. Whether you saw the Grateful Dead as remarkably talented musical geniuses or a cheap excuse to smoke pot with a crowd of thousands, the legacy they left behind is as incredible as it is extensive.

A Dead show was an experience unlike any other. Thousands of men and women, boys and girls cowered in both natural and unnatural dazes. Vendors handed out nitrous-filled balloons to eager teens while others peddled legal merchandise that, unfortunately, came to symbolize the Dead and, eventually, proved to be more popular than most of all, there was the music, music unlike any found anywhere else.

What do you get when you mix rock, blues, and country? A typical Grateful Dead song embraced influences from all three genres and melded them into a vibrant fusion of melodic perfection. Their music belongs somewhere in a unique corner of rock-and-roll. Moreover, their influence can be heard and seen in many newer bands, most notably Phish.

From the country-tinged sound of Workingman's Dead to the psychedelic extravagance of Aoxomoxoa, through more than thirty albums, the Dead's body of work allowed them to deliver ever-changing, ever-expanding sets of their unique bluesy rock sound.

Someone once noted that the band could play for at least three days before running out of new material for the set. Only one Dead album ever broke the all mighty Billboard Top 100, and the Dead never enjoyed the commercial success they deserved. That was all right with the band and its fans however. Better to keep the secret to themselves. The Deadheads stood united only when their idols performed. These were just aging hippies and teen rebels against their parents, but a diverse range of people from all walks of life, from lawyers and businessmen to professional basketball players.

Of course, there was no shortage of the tie-dyed, peace-sign wearing, aging hippies traveling in their magic buses across the country. It was a brotherhood that traveled across the nation, supporting each other, relying on each other, enjoying the music they worked so hard to see.

Jerry Garcia became the heart and soul of the band after lead singer Jay Black died in 1968. Garcia took over lead vocals in the early 70's. Through the next two decades, Garcia came to symbolize the band and all it stood for. As a blues guitarist he knew no match. As a singer, his soulful voice replaced that of Pigpen and perhaps even superseded it. His death was a shocking blow that the band could not survive. Combined with the negative publicity that had recently bound their shows, the Dead decided to give it up and pursue solo interests after the heart of their revered leader finally gave into years of drug abuse.

Without the Dead, music is missing one of its fundamental elements. The bands that emerged from its roots in the sixties and continued with its sonic beauty long after its fellow bands bore in the ideological fires of the "Age of Aquarius" called it quits. Jefferson Airplane and the other bands that so epitomized the ethic and identity of the sixties retired or split into solo careers.

None maintained the integrity and dedication the Dead showed during their nearly three decades of performance. The spirit of the first Woodstock gave into the disco age of the seventies and the corporate greed of the eighties.

As Jerry was laid to rest, fans across the nation mourned a loss that struck their very souls. However, immortalized on T-shirts, posters, stickers, and other other merchandise that could be conceived as well as a Ben and Jerry's flavor, Jerry lives on. More importantly, the integrity of the band lives on through that unique feeling of brotherhood between relative strangers and that undying fire inspired by sonic spaceways.

As the Dead pass into the pantheon of bands past, it is our responsibility, the responsibility of those who loved and listened to them, to continue the work they started. The Brotherhood is sorely needed in the strife-ridden times of today. But with a little magic, a little music, and maybe a couple of hits, it could just be possible.

I dorm party 101

A cap on the number of people you let into the party room. This means that the party should be small enough to let your invited friends and should not encourage strange visitors. It is important to know that friends are trustworthy and respect the rules they should follow. When too many people get into a dorm room, even the great bigrooms at SMC, the party is on its way to getting bust.

Be sure your guests are aware of basic SMC policies. Bad things can happen when guys come party and don't realize things like, for example, you need to be 21 to buy beer. Never watch the party. Sometimes nothing happens to them, but one male guest at a SMC party got pretty sick in a bathroom, and faced either a $200 fine or 40 hours of community service.

Some SMC students don't know consequences, either. None of them would want to face possible probation or a definite disciplinary record. If the consequences are known, everybody will be much more careful. How can they be careful?

4. Make sure your guests are aware of the consequences of getting busted. Boys get their names and ID numbers on the violation report, too, and copies go to their rectors. Sometimes nothing happens to them, but one male guest at a SMC party got pretty sick in a bathroom, and faced either a $200 fine or 40 hours of community service.

5. Don't let anybody touch the stereo. As soon as a good song comes on the radio, people will want to turn up the volume. Do not let them do this. If R.A.s get noise complaints, or happen to be walking past the party room trying to monitor the traffic flow into and out of the room. When the door opens and closes too many times, they should stay in unless their bladders are just about to explode and they must use a bathroom.

And a howl of chocolate soup tastes pretty good on a rainy Northwest afternoon, too. That's right, chocolate soup. "I was in Seattle and was drawn to the place just because of its catchy name. It was an ordered an open bagel with cream cheese and felt like I had to try the chocolate soup. It was fun," said Saint Mary's sophomore Anne Goeke. From the Northwest all the way to the Northeast, yet another bagel craze has started with Bruegger's Bagels. They are a younger company, like Studebagels, and will give customers a free bagel if they wish to try a sample at the restaurant, which is complete with an espresso bar and a fire place with wing back chairs.

Another popular mid-West sandwich sells for two dollars and thirty cents, which also contributes to its attractability. Popular Einstein bagels include The Veg-Out, The Tasty Turkey, Smoked Salmon and the Works and the Three Cheese Bagel Sandwich. If you are not up for the filling meal value of bagels, like the Four dollar and twenty-five cent Invent Your Own Sub, then you may want to start with a small first order and Dips a while. For only a dollar sixty-five, it can be a solid snack or light meal. Einstein Bagels is clearly a good choice if you are looking for bagel variety and good service. Another popular mid-West bagel spot is Three Men and a bagel. Carrying similar spreads as Studebagel's, Three Men and a Bagel has competitive prices along with a great variety of bagels. If you are heading West, Stop off in Seattle where the creative Bagel and Chocolate Company drives. The restaurant is complete with a espresso bar and a fire place with wing back chairs.
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Pistons fire from long range to down Nets

DENVER
Dave DeJori scored 20 points and LaPhonso Ellis added 17 points and 13 rebounds Tuesday night as the Detroit Pistons knocked off the Denver Nuggets to maintain a 98-91 victory over the Nuggets.

The Nuggets suffered another last-minute blowout in the Western Conference. Trailing 91-86, the Nuggets were within two points of the Pistons, but a deep three-pointer by Van Exel was 3.3 seconds left.

Mills hit three of the NBA record four threes in the first half and 14 of his 25 field goals were from beyond the arc.

For the Pistons, the 25th of 32 three-pointers was their 10th consecutive win over the Nuggets, who lost their sixth straight.

Ewing added 19 points and 12 rebounds for the Knicks, who won their 18th game in a row.

The Observer | Sports

Pistons 111 Nets 94

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
Detroit made a team-record 15 three-pointers in defeating the New Jersey Nets 111-94 Tuesday night in a game in which Pistons coach Doug Collins missed the game because of illness.

Collins said an injection for a back problem on Monday and had a reaction to the shot, Pistons officials said.

However, the Pistons' remarkable longrange shooting was too much for the Nets.

Detroit made 19-46 today by the fourth quarter, and the Nets shot 24-46.

The win assured Detroit (43-33) of its first winning season since 1991-92 and reduced its magic number for clinching a playoff berth over both Charlotte and Miami to three.

Allan Howie led Detroit with 23 points. Oils Torre had 21 and Grant Hill had 15 points and 9 assists and 3 feasibility for the Pistons, who shot 54 percent from the floor.

Shawn Bradley had 26 points for the Nets, who lost their fourth straight and seventh in eight games.

Three of the Nets' three were 302 of the NBA record set earlier this year by the Lakers, but total was one more than the Pistons' season record set on Nov. 9, 1994 against the Nets.

Detroit's 10 first-half threes were more than the Nets' eight in the first half this season, and the Pistons had a record for a half, set twice, the last time in the game against Miami.

Not only did the Nets lose the 3s, but they did it with accuracy.

The Pistons made 10 of 13 3s in the first half and 14 of the first 17 in the game.

Detroit broke the game open in the second quarter, scoring their first six baskets from 3-point range, with power forward and former Net Terry Mills hitting four.

The Observer accepts classifieds every business day from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Notre Dame College for rent.

To place an advertisement, call 1-800-334-1664.

Pistons fire from long range to down Nets

Word on the street is that Moby Dick has the sniffles because Daniel Gerardi is certain to have a cold this afternoon.

The streak ends here. I think it will go until August.

The Hit Dog. Touch 'em all big, mower.

Gary.

Hey, you're in the right direction.

Hey Em, watch those drinks at the 20th.

Hey Em, watch those drinks at the 20th.

Hey, your brother who's given you plenty of good directions, too.

You think you're so smart, but you've never seen a

Do you believe that we all

Oh, my arm didn't get tied.

Either time.

That's what you'll get if you pick

My stomach is coming back.

Stempler Motors and Ese's Prime Sport

Two sexy young women seeking qualified baya for B.P. dance. Call 226-7000.

Section 103

Pramon to treat other gamers as you would be treated by them.

Happy Birthday America

Jackie Miller turns 21 today.

Fat Chance wins Gina loses.

Come watch 2 and last the second, 'kick in bookie this afternoon at 11 a.m.

Take me back to the Big Nasty.

Hey Em, watch those drinks at the 20th.

Hey Em, watch those drinks at the 20th.
Teaching and Research Abroad!

Announcing
The Fulbright Competition for 1997-98.

All freshmen, sophomores, and especially juniors interested in Graduate Study Abroad, don't miss the informational meeting with Professor A. James McAdams Thursday evening, April 11, 1996 at 7:00 PM in room 126 DeBartolo

A FORUM ON
THE 1996 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION:

THE CANDIDATES

THE ISSUES

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO VOTE

Wednesday, April 10, 1996
7 p.m.
Basement Social Space of Pangborn Hall

Featuring a panel discussion by Prof. P.J. Aaron, Prof. Sam Best, and Prof. David Lege

Jets eye Phillips
with first draft pick

By BARRY WILNER
Associated Press

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. — Lawrence Phillips, whose stock has soared in postseason workouts, has impressed the New York Jets enough that they're considering taking him with the top pick in next week's NFL draft.

The Jets seem set on picking either Southern California wide receiver Kevin Hardy or Phillips, the Nebraska running back who was suspended for six games last season after being arrested for assaulting an ex-girlfriend.

While coach Rich Kotite conceded the team has a glaring need for another receiver and has a good running back in Adrian Murrell, he and personnel director Dick Haley said it made clear Tuesday that Phillips would be a worthy top choice.

"We evaluate every player very thoroughly," Kotite said. "We feel Lawrence Phillips is a very good player. We don't discuss the personal sides of people.

Several NFL teams have expressed added interest in Phillips since his private workouts. They seem willing to deal with the negatives of his recent off-field history.

The Jets sound willing to do so, too.

"We talked about his career and being in New York and I think it was a very positive conversation," Kotite said. "I think he felt relaxed in the conversation and so did I.

"We know he is in therapy right now and he plans to continue that.

But that may also be a way of drawing interest from teams like the Baltimore Ravens and St. Louis Rams, who want Phillips and would have to move up to get him.

The Rams pick fourth and the Rams sixth and both have two first-round picks. The Jets, who need a receiver, could end up at one at either spot in a draft considered deep at the Position.

In any case, the Jets didn't hold back the praise for Phillips.

"It's evident to everybody that he is a big-time running back," Halley said. "He's 225 with excellent speed and explosiveness and he catches the ball, something we have not seen at Nebraska very often. There are no limitations from that standpoint.

"We don't want to do an injustice to Lawrence Phillips because of what might or might not happen. Obviously, the incident was something that had to be investigated.

Phillips was one of three players who met with the Jets on Tuesday. Heisman Trophy winner Eddie George of Ohio State and defensive end Duane Clemons of California also visited the team, but neither are considered candidates for the first overall pick. They could be chosen, however, in the event of a trade.

Johnson, Hardy and now Phillips certainly have No. 1 potential.

I don't believe there is a downside to Lawrence Phillips," Halley said. "You have to clear up pictures for yourself.

Keyshawn is a very productive college player and one of the guys we are looking at. He's pretty much down to earth. He knows how to handle himself in a winning situation."
The Texas Rangers beat baseball’s only unbeaten team, beating the Chicago White Sox 3-2 on Tuesday to go 7-0 — the best start in club history. Kevin Gross pitched six strong innings and Kevin Elster doubled in the go-ahead run in the seventh. Chicago’s home opener before a crowd of just 34,750 on a sunny but chilly day at Comiskey Park.

The 1987 Milwaukee Brewers were the last American League team to start 7-0 when they set a league record by winning their first 13 games. The Atlanta Braves in 1994 were the last major league team to start 7-0.

Gross (2-0) allowed six hits and two runs. He’s won his first two starts for the first time since 1983 when he made his major league debut with the Phillies. The victory also gave the Rangers the team’s first seven-game winning streak since May 21-29, 1992.

Chicago’s Kevin Tapani, the scheduled starter, was a late scratch because of a groin injury and was replaced by Kirk McCaskill, who started just one game last season.

It was the Rangers’ first six-year stretch of durability for Tapani, who hadn’t missed a start because of injury since August, 1990, a span of 161 outings. He set a career opponent record for innings of 1,601. Somehow, the snow did not disrupt his 1,601 outings.

Spring training has been a major league tradition since 1995, so managers are considering the conditions.

Rarely has a major league team started 7-0 when they set a league record by winning their first 13 games. The Atlanta Braves in 1994 were the last major league team to start 7-0.

Fernway Park stands were free of snow, but the game-time temperature was just 40 degrees at gametime — the action was allowed to continue, because the first-place Yankees were favorite in the Boston-Monday night game between the teams.

Greenwell, who batted sixth in the first five games, hit first Sunday for only the third time in his 10-year career. He went 3-for-5 in Tuesday’s game as Boston got its first 5-0 Blue Jays win.

Aldred gave up six runs in 3 1-3 innings. Aldred gave up six runs on three hits and five walks.

The Tigers scored six runs in the fourth on a two-run double by Fielder’s grand slam off reliever Bob Wells for a 10-7 lead. Seattle pitchers walked six and hit a batter in the inning.

The Rangers teams the team’s first seven-game winning streak since May 21-29, 1992.

In the bottom of the inning, Seattle starter Bob Wells walked the first two Detroit batters. Fryman then hit a 2-1 pitch off the facing of the second-deck left in left for his third homer, pulling the Tigers into a 3-3 tie.

Tuesday.

Sox beat the Minnesota Twins 11:00 am at Stepan Center (Once Day Registration begins at 9:30 a.m.)

Are You Up To The Challenge? 

MBA 5K Challenge

In the bottom of the inning, Seattle starter Bob Wells walked the first two Detroit batters. Fryman then hit a 2-1 pitch off the facing of the second-deck left in left for his third homer, pulling the Tigers into a 3-3 tie. Thome became the leading run to score.

The Mariner walkers six and three runs, powering the team to start the series off. O’Brien hit his first home run, hitting the line. In the 10th inning, O’Brien scored two runs, reaching the home plate with a single, following Juan Samuel’s one-out single and then scored on O’Brien’s homer.

After Samuel singled again, a nine-run game with two out in the fourth, Perez delivered a run-scoring single. O’Brien hit his first single to left scored Perez and Alex Gonzalez doubled home O’Brien for a 5-0 Blue Jays lead.
Irvin speaks out about incident

Associated Press

DALLAS

Speaking at length for the first time since being indicted on drug charges, Dallas Cowboys receiver Michael Irvin told ESPN on Tuesday he won't be suspended from the NFL because he doesn't have a drug problem.

"I think suspension is for somebody with a substance abuse problem — and I don't have it. I definitely don't have it," Irvin said.

Irvin could not speak specifically about his case because of a gag order, but he did apologize for the March 4 incident in which police say he was in a motel room with two topless dancers, cocaine and marijuana.

"I regret being in that room. I regret being in that situation," Irvin said.

"I'm sorry. I'm sorry to all the people that have backed me and love me, the people who know my character. I apologize to them wholeheartedly."

Irvin said he's more upset about hurting the people who are close to him than he is concerned with having tarnished his image. The bad publicity reportedly could cost him around $1 million in endorsements.


Love hopes to drop underachiever label

Associated Press

AUGUSTA, Ga.

He's made $6 million and has a picture perfect swing. So why is Davis Love III still considered an underachiever?

Because he has inherited the dubious label of "the best golfer never to win a major." Nick Price, Fred Couples, Tom Kite, and Corey Pavin all had it. They all had the terrible tag of major collapses at one time in their careers.

Now, the burning brand of talent squandered is Love's burden to bear. Last year's Masters gave him hope that something will be done about it very soon.

He shot four straight sub-par rounds including a final round 6-under-par 66 only to lose to Ben Crenshaw by a stroke.

Love didn't lose the Masters. Crenshaw won it.

"It's a different feeling when you get down to the end of a major," Love said. "Sometimes your desire to win makes you too excited, too nervous and you get in your own way. You try to tell yourself it's just another tournament but it's not. Your emotions get away from you. It's something you have to conquer."

The North Carolinian's best year was 1992 when he won three times, including the Player's Championship.

The 31-year-old Love has won 11 tournaments but until the 1995 Masters had been a big bust in the majors. He went all of 1994 without making the cut in a major. In his first 27 majors, Love missed 10 cuts and never finished better than 11th in the 1991 U.S. Open.

In 1995, he had to win the week before the Masters at New Orleans just to qualify for the tournament.

"Last year showed me what I can do, how I can handle the pressure down the stretch," Love said. "It made a lot to me to hang in there with Ben. It was my first real run at a major. I shot the low round of the day playing with Greg Norman and that was enough to give me a chance to win. I liked the feeling. I liked the taste. I want to do it again."

Love, who also tied for fourth in the 1992 U.S. Open, is one of the longest hitters on tour. He is one of the best iron players and has a solid short game except for occasional lapses on short putts. The death of Davis Love II, his father and teacher, in a plane crash was a setback but Love has begun to emerge as a patient player, one who can think his way around the course.

"I work hard on my game now because I know that's what it will take to win a major," Love said. "Getting close at the Masters has made me want to work harder."

Love hears the remarks about his overall poor record in majors.

"I've played 10 years and if I go another 10 years and don't win a major then I'll feel like I left something out there," Love said.

"I feel I have a lot more confidence now than I've had before. I know I can do it."

Augusta National Golf Club is a perfect setup for Love. He can reach the par-5s with iron second shots. He hits the ball high which is a necessity because of the normally hard and fast greens. He can draw the ball which also is an advantage because the course plays easiest for a player with a hook.

"I feel comfortable here," Love said. "This is my seventh Masters. I know my way around. It's time to win."

Or, as his critics would say, about time.

PLEASERECYCLETHE OBSERVER

"Adventure, Danger, Romance: Sr. Madeleva on Catholic Higher Education"

Sandra Yocum Mize, University of Dayton author of forthcoming book: "A Strange Impulse":

Educating Women in the Science of Theology

Saint Mary's College, South Bend, Indiana (1943-1969)

Saint Mary's College Respondent

Gail Mandell,

Department of Humanistic Studies, author of forthcoming book on Sr. Madeleva

Thursday, April 11, Stapleton Lounge, 4:30-6:00

Please join us for a presentation, discussion, and refreshments!

Sponsored by the

Saint Mary's Center for Academic Innovation
By DEREK BETCHER
Sports Writer

Irish finish strong to capture sixth

With exceptional scores of 296 and 295 in the second and third rounds, the Notre Dame men's golf team finished sixth in the Marshall Invitational last Saturday. A disappointing 313 in the opening round kept the Irish from moving any further up in the eighteen-team field, and as a result their 54-hole total of 924 couldn't touch Ohio State's winning 868.

Coach George Thomas was able to pinpoint the cause of the team's difficulties. "In the opening round, he closed out his team's difficulties. "In the slow," he explained. "Part of the adjustment was

Donohoe's fluctuations through the meet mirrored his golfing weather. The team's slowly growing confidence and shape and contour of those greens were really small and slow," he explained.

None of the Notre Dame's top five linksters had ever seen the course - Guyan Golf and Country Club - before their Thursday arrival in Huntington West Virginia.

"It took us some time to adjust to their greens. They were faster and softer, but in the second two rounds, we obviously played a lot better. Part of the adjustment was because people got used to the greens, but part of it was because we were pretty disappointed with the first round," co-captain Joel Hepler elaborated.

Hepler's fluctuations through the meet mirrored his team's; after an 80 in the opening round, he closed out the tournament with consecutive 72s. Finishing with a 224, Hepler's final total was good for a 16th place tie among nearly 100 competitors.

"I started putting really well and I feel like I'm hitting the ball fine," Hepler explained. "Brian Donohoe felt the team's slowly growing confidence played as much a part in their early difficulties as unfamiliarity with the course. Donohoe, a co-captain and number-two on the team behind Hepler, finished the weekend with a 226, good to tie him for 24th in the tournament.

Donohoe offered. "The first round, nothing really clicked for anyone. It was especially disappointing because it kept us from a great finish, but in a field that tough, sixth is pretty good," he commented.

Coming third for the Irish, Brian Weeks shot a 229 highlighted by a 73 in the third round. Bill Moore and Kit Burton tied with 230s to round out the scoring.

Despite their pleasure with a sixth place finish, the team collectively cites South Beach weather as a major factor holding them back. While they do not recognize snow and drizzle as agreeable golfing weather, the team's tried to hit Blackthorn, their practice course, as often as possible.

Blackstock Stadium, home of the DePauw Tigers, now has a new stadium record. Freshman Stacy Davis blew past her competition in the 200m dash with a time of 25.98. Not only did Davis collect first place honors, her name is now part of the record books. Davis owns the quickest time ever recorded in the women's 200m dash at Blackstock Stadium.

"I was glad to get the stadium record, but I hope to improve my time next week," Davis said. She also placed first in the 100m dash. Despite high winds, snow flurries, and heavy competition, the Belle's scored 63 points at DePauw, more than doubling they points scored at the meet last year.

The track conditions weren't the greatest, but the team rose to the challenge and the number of personal records and season bests were very impressive," Head Coach Larry Szczesniewski said.

Freshman Liz Johnson scored personal records in both the 100M dash. Powers also put in a personal best in the 200M dash. Powers, along with Davis, freshman Sarah Gallagher and sophomore Kristin Donahue placed fourth in an exciting 4x100M relay.

Teammates Holly Platt and Gallagher competed in the 100M hurdles. Platt edged out a competitor at the line to finish third, while Gallagher ran her personal best time to finish fifth. Platt's personal record time of 1:13.46 in the 400M hurdles won her second place honors.

In the distance races, senior Michelle Wenner competed in the 1500M, 3000M, and the 4x400M relay. Despite never competing in all three events at one meet, Wenner placed third in the 1500M, fifth in the 3000M, recording personal bests in both races.

Wenner along with sophomore Kasha Barcée, junior Paula Kivinen, and freshman Jamie Weiers placed fourth in the 4x400M relay.

"The whole team performed well. I think this week's strong performance against tough competition is a good predictor of things to come," said Wenner.

Assistant Coach Dustin Gili agreed.

With Little State next week, we have an opportunity to have one of the best team performances of the season," Gil said.

Next Saturday the team heads to Indiana Wesleyan to compete in the annual Little State track meet. The Belle's expect stiff competition at Little State and look forward to continuing their excellent performances at their biggest meet of the season.

Baseball continued from page 20

next to end the inning.

From the very first pitch of the Irish seventh, which Scott Solmenn ripped up the middle for a single, the game was over. Late inning rallies had become routine for Notre Dame. With Solmenn on second and Mike Amrhein on first, Restovich clobbered a 2-2 pitch for a double, driving in Solmenn. And when the Huskies intentionally walked Wagner to load the bases, the experienced Lisanti won the game with a sacrifice fly.

Red Kowish

Tuesday, April 21, 200 pm

Playing at Washington Hall • Reserved Seats $8

Students and Senior Citizen Discounts are available for all performances. Tickets are available at all of Notre Dame's Student Union Ticket Offices. MasterCard and Visa orders, call 631-8128

TODAY!!!

Come hear Digger Phelps, former ND Basketball coach and current ESPN commentator, talk about

"The Growing Importance of Active Community Involvement"

WHERE: College of Business Administration, Room 162

WHEN: Wednesday, April 10th at 5:15 pm

Sponsored by: MBA Community Service Club & Students for Responsible Business
The Observer • SPORTS

Tennis
continued from page 20
the win.
The Wildcat's top duo of Alex
Witt and Rafael Rizo-Patron
edged seniors Mike Sprouse and
Jason Pun 8-6. The territor-
ic and young doubles combination
supernome Jakup Ptabowski and
Freshman Brian Patterson were outlasted
by the same score as they fell to
Wyeth Goodenough and By-
Tarpey. Northwestern's No. 3
doubles team made it a clean
swEEP as they handled junior
Ryan Simmee and senior J. J.
Brown 6-2.
Already down the doubles point
the Irish seemed to be in
a hole and in danger of losing
their first regional match.
The team's experience
proved evident as the four
points to clinch the win were
won by upperclassmen. In
the top slot Sprouse picked up
another win as he beat Witt 6-
3, 6-4.
At Nos. 5 and 6 singles
O'Brien and senior Brian
Harris came up big. They both
earned critical points as each
of them won in straight sets.

BY BRIAN REINTHALER

If you want to win you have
to stay healthy. But no one
needs to remind Irish track
and field coach Joe Piane of this
fact.
Both the men's and women's
track squads fell to Western
Michigan on Saturday in dual
meet competition. The men
dropped their contest by just
three points, 102-99, while the
women were beaten 91-79.
The meet was the home-opener
for the Irish.
"We didn't have (Mike)
Fleisch, who was a national
qualifier in the shot," said
Piane. "And Joe Dunlop wasn't

able to run in the 3000. Either
one of those guys could have
gotten us the win."

Quite a few athletes per-
formed well on the men's side,
but according to Piane, no one
matched the effort of sopho-
more Errol Williams.

When asked to name the
men's standout, Piane didn't
even take a breath before
answering. "Errol Williams was
terrific in the highs (110-meter
hurdles) and the 400 hurdles, and
he anchored our mile relay.

After winning the 110-meter
event in a time of 14.30 sec-
onds and taking second in the
400 in 53.80, the sophomore
valliantly anchored the mile
relay, which came within a few
hundredths of a second of clinching the win for the Irish.

For the women's squad,

junior Alison Moretti proved to
be a strong leader. Moretti
contributed points in both the
400 meters and the long jump,
taking first and second in those
events respectively.

She jumped a distance of 5.37
meters, just 0.02 meters shy of
first place jumper Kyra Lacke
of Western Michigan. In the
400 she blew away the compe-
tition with a blistering time of
53.74 seconds.

"Alison has really been run-
nning consistently," praised
Piane.

Other first place finishers for
the women were the highly
unbeat Vanwieringham in the javelin
and Moretti in the 3000-meter
steep chase.

Men's winners included Greg
Wolff in the 5000 meters (14:53.28),
Kelle Saxen in the high jump (5'9.5"),
Amy Seigel in the 1500 (4:40.73),
Errol Williams in the 400 hur-
dles (1:00.74), and Kristen
Dorus in the 800 (2:09.00).

Men's winners included Greg

Moretti in the hammer throw
and Matt Althoff in the javelin.

When asked for his thoughts
on the past weekend's meet,
Piane explained, "I always feel bad if you lose, but if you have
good performances, you can't be too disappointed. It bodes well for the future."
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Lacrosse continued from page 20

ing staff, this Keenan goal gave the team the momentum it needed going into the over- time period.

We had the emotional advantage, no doubt about that," explained Shea. "The Harvard coaches were devast- ated because they thought they had the game locked up (before Keenan’s goal)."

This is when Dusseau worked his game-winning magic. With the Irish players following their set play called by the coaches, Burke Hayes took the first shot. It missed, and the Irish rebounded, trying yet another shot. This shot missed as well. Dusseau grabbed the loose ball, and with little hesitation, put it in the net. Game over.

Game 2 of the Easter trip pit- ted the Irish against the Big Green of Dartmouth on Monday. Because they felt it necessary to win the first game of the trip to maintain the team’s high morale, and used the majority of the week to get ready for Harvard, the Irish coaches had only one day to prepare for this game. For this reason, the Dartmouth style of play worried the Notre Dame coaches.

"(The Big Green) are very patient and mechanical," said Shea. "They run a lot of set plays that can hurt you with little preparation."

Just as they had done in the Saturday game, the Irish fell behind and had to regain the lead in exciting fashion toward the end of the game. After trailing 8-5 at the half, they entered the final period behind 11-9. At this point, Notre Dame’s offense erupted. In a span of 3:24, four different Irish players scored one goal apiece. This gave the Irish a 14-13 lead.

Once again, Dusseau stepped up big time. With only 1:22 remaining, he drove to the right side of the goal. After beating his defender, he launched a shot high into the goal, scoring his third goal of the game and giving the Irish a 14-13 lead they would never relinquish.

"The guys showed a lot of poise in the fourth," com- mented Shea. "(Dusseau) has a knack for finding the net inside. He knows how to take hits, and the guys are confident, throwing it inside to him.

As a result of these weekend victories, the Irish have once again earned a higher ranking in the USILA national coaches’ poll. The Irish are now the No. 7 ranked team in the nation and are glad to know that the rest of the country is finally taking note of their phenomenal performances.

In Sports Briefs:

DROP-IN VOLLEYBALL - RecSports will be offering Drop-In Volleyball on Tuesday, April 16, 23, and 30, from 8-11 p.m. in the Joyce Center. No established teams or advanced sign-ups necessary. 

BLUE/GOLD FOOTBALL GAME STUDENT TICKETS - There will be two Blue/Gold games at Krause Stadium this year - at 1:30 p.m. on April 20 and 27. Students will be admitted free in the April 20 Blue/Gold game, but must pick up a ticket in advance between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. April 9-11, at the Joyce Center's Gate 19 ticket window. One (1) ticket will be issued per ID with a limit of two (2) IDs per student. A student may also purchase a ticket for $8 the day of the game. For the April 27 Blue/Gold game, students will be required to pay $8 in ad- vance, $8 the day of game, with the advance sale beginning 8:30 a.m. on April 15.

MBA 5K CHALLENGE - The run will take place on Saturday, April 13 at 11 a.m. at the Main Street Entrance. Registration begins at 9:30 a.m. and the cost is $7. For information, call Emory Todd at 273-2694.

WOMEN’S SOCCER BAN- QET - A limited number of tickets remain for the wom- en’s soccer National Championship banquet. Tickets cost $22 and are available by contacting Tony Yelovich at 1-4893. The ban- qet will take place on Friday, April 14 at 5:00 p.m. in the JACC Monogram Room.

Photo courtesy of Notre Dame Sports Information

Sophomore midfielder Jimmy Keenan helped the Irish return home with a perfect 7-0 record and a No. 7 national ranking.
YOUR HOROSCOPE
JEANE DIXON

HAPPY BIRTHDAY IN THE NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE.
You will make steady progress in a variety of fronts. Others note that you are in control and able to help others. There is new emphasis on getting what you already have in the areas of finance, romance and friendship. Sharing a special accent with a favorite companion leads to deeper rapport. A favorable project can result in a situation that is ideal with surprising results. Choose new associations with great care.

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: actress Jodie Foster, scriptwriter David Halberstam, actor Steven Seagal.

ARSIP (March 24, 1949) You need many very careful investigations. Some inside information comes your way here today, check your sources. Keep denial and misdirections away.

AP = (April 15, 1970) Favorable returns of financial deals opponents. Some new friends. Your warm, romantic partners wish you were more demonstrative. A tender gesture in recognition can cement all.

GEMINI (May 21, 1960) Things around you may be in a "show me" mode. If you do not respond in a down-to-earth manner, you can expect some grumbling. Revise all options before finalizing an important decision.

CANCER (June 21 - July 22) You are in one of your emotional modes. Others can appreciate your need for solitude. Seek quiet sessions when seeking a compromise.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22) Some self-preservation may be called for. It is past a goal that has long been close to your heart. Others want to clasp about your success. Allow this only if they will be an asset.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) Your day starts on a theory now and will end rather6 excitingly. Team effort helps speed tedious projects. Taking frequent breaks will keep your energy level high.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) Your diplomatic manner is a big asset now. Soften up arguments with a remark or two. Others who share your values will provide a steady-made support system.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) A frank discussion with an ex-lover could lead to new understanding. Devoting work will really be your accomplishment item. Your message to a newcomer is based on a true meaning of work.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) Do not let your limitations foster a loved one’s actions pull you down. Something you plan to do today could cause complications. You then have your backup plan to rely on.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) You should be able to get the job done. A sidekick is not needed. Let press expert advise help you solve a financial problem. He willing to make temporary gains for permanent benefits.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) Your need to favor companions may try to meddle in your business affairs. Stand up for your rights. Only you can make decisions affectting your career. A child is rolling you with his path.

PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20) Trouble could be brewing behind the scenes as you work. Any secret or concern to yourself would be a thimble. A sidekick may not want to make your own. A budget recreation may be needed.

[Crossword and other puzzles]

Wanted: Reporters, photographers and editors.

Join The Observer staff.

So this is what you remember about last night?

blackout (blak'out) n. A temporary loss of memory or consciousness; temporary amnesia.

When you booze, you lose more than just your memory.

Sponsored by the Office of Alcohol and Drug Education.
**SPORTS**

**BASEBALL**

By T. RYAN KENNEDY

**SPORTS at a GLANCE**

Irish battle weather to win three of four

By TIM MCCONN

Softball vs. Ohio State, April 11, 2 p.m.
Track at Miami (OH) Invitational, April 13
Lacrosse vs. North Carolina, April 13

**BASKETBALL**

Notre Dame tops Northwestern

By JOE CAVATO

**Irvin discusses drug accusations**

No. 1 doubles player Jakub Pietrasik teamed with freshman Brian Patterson to earn a tough victory over Ball State on Monday.

**SPORTS Insiders**

**Irvin discusses drug accusations**

No. 1 doubles player Jakub Pietrasik teamed with freshman Brian Patterson to earn a tough victory over Ball State on Monday.

**Rangers remain unbeaten**

No. 1 doubles player Jakub Pietrasik teamed with freshman Brian Patterson to earn a tough victory over Ball State on Monday.

**Michigan quarterback suspended**

No. 1 doubles player Jakub Pietrasik teamed with freshman Brian Patterson to earn a tough victory over Ball State on Monday.